






















































 - 22.6 percent 
Ray Haynes -8.7 percent 
Bill Horn - 
6.0  percent 
JP Gough - .7 percent 
Precincts




Tony West - 37.1 percent 











Mike Honda - 40.1 percent
 
Bill Peacock- 13.6 percent 
Precincts 
ropening
 92 4 percent 
REPUBLICAN
 




Precincts reporting 92 4 percent 
Rep. 











- 23.5 percent 
Precincts 
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Forrest Williams - 
48.7 percent 








reporting  984 percent 
District 4 
Kansen Chu - 26.9 percent 
Jim Canova - 3.4 percent 
J. Manuel Herrera -11.1 percent 
Chuck Reed - 42.8 percent 
Dale Detwiler - 7.0 percent 
George  Melendez - 8.8 percent 
Precincts reporting 100 percent 
District
 6  
Bill Chew -4.2
 percent 




Jim Spence - 17.o percent 
Dan Lopez
 - 3.2 percent 





District  8  
David D. 
Cortese
 - 45.9 percent 
Eddie 









 - 16.3 
percent 
Precincts 
reporting  964 percent
 
District  10 




 Garbett - 4.0 
percent  
Pat Dando








Prop. lA - 
passed 
Prop. 21 - 
passed 
Prop. 22 - 
passed 
Prop.
 25 - failed 
Prop. 
26 - failed 
Prop. 30 - failed 
Prop.

































LI,ey .C114111 / Spartan Daily 
SJSU 
professor
 Ken Yeager 
hugs
 his friend and 
supporter  Nan Vaughan 
at
 tion. Yeager is 
running
 for District 6 San 
Jose  City Council seat, 
which includes 
Lou's Village 
restaurant, where they 
were
 awaiting the results of 
Tuesday's  elec- Willow Glen











 As of last
 political 















 traffic and 
connecting  
cent of the
 vote, while his
 oppo- was 
confident that
 Yeager was
 running for 
City  Council, I 
BART to San 
Jose. 
Supporters




would eventually win the seat,
 was honored
 and 
privileged  to Many 
of
 the people 
there  to 
campaign
 for the San Jose 
City received 
32.8  percent of 
the
 "It is close,
 but Ken's lead- 
endorse him," 
Gonzales  said. 
support  Yeager 
didn't  always 
Council may be 
getting
 some vote. 
ing," she said. 
"The  possibility 
"Council  district 
elections  are 
agree  with his 
politics,





 If neither candidate receives
 is 
that Ken
 will be the new the last 
level 
where  you can 




news in that 
50
 percent of the vote, 
the top 
councilman  tonight, and 
if not make 
an impact 
door













Yeager said he 
was  looking Robert 
Hayton,
 who has 
University political
 science pro- run-off election in November Mayor Ron 
Gonzales 













that will decide who gets the 
duced 
Yeager  to 
the
 crowd of mayor 
when  is he elected. Rose 
Garden
 Preservation 
field a six running




 represents the Willow 
supporters  waiting for him in "It 
was such a 
privilege
 to Association, said he supported 
District
 6 seat. 
Glen and 
Rose  Gardens 
areas,  
the back of 
Lou's Village 
work  with Ron on 
all  of those 
The bad
 news is that 
first  Denelle Fedor, a 
1996
 SJSU restaurant on 
West Santa 
issues,"





Gore, Bush capture lead 
for presidential bid 
Gov. George W. Bush captured the rich-
est 
prize  in the presidential nomination 
process Tuesday with a convincing victory 
over Sen. John McCain in California. Vice 
President Al Gore beat Democratic rival 
Bill Bradley in a landslide. 
Bush defeated the Arizona senator in the 







Andi  Anderson 
DAILY STAFF' WRITER 




Tony  West by 













































points in a 
separate count 
of all voters in 
early returns.
 In a possible 
preview  of a 
November
 matchup, 
Gore led Bush 
slightly 
in 
the  same tally. 
The  win gave 
the
 Texas 
governor all 162 
delegates  at stake 
here  - 
more 
than  in any other 
state. 
















"He's  winning 
but  it is in no 
what I would call
 a landslide." 
Abramowitz























































































Democrats  at 
Gordon  Biersch







 a huge step
 closer and 
will 
work
 hard to 





















 But he 
said he 



























"More  than 
half  
of the 










































DAILY STAFF WIN:, 1. 
Despite  vigorous campaign-
ing, 
California
 voters are not 
ready
 to define marriages
 
beyond the union between
 a 
man and
 a woman. 
At press time,
 61.4%. voted 




John Gorshe, a junior social 
work major, was with the 
majority. He said he had felt 
confident about the passage of 
































 issues such as 
abor-
tion and 
finance  reform, 
Campbell




See Campbell, page 4 
4 









THE LAND OF OZ 
I'll
 admit it, I'm 
not too much of a 
cat fan. 
Coming  from a house 
in which
 my little sisters felt 
the need to keep five cats, the 
felines would get on my nerves 
almost  daily. 
They couldn't understand I 
didn't 
want  them in my 
room,  
so I 
would  repeatedly 
have to escort
 them 
out. To the 
chagrin  of 
my 
sisters,  my 
methods mirrored 
those of "The 
Fresh 
Prince of Bel Air's" 
Uncle Phil when he 
showed the door to 
Jazz.  
Of course, this blatant display of 
physical  dominance 
upset  my sisters and they would constantly
 tell me to 
leave the cats alone. 
I bring this up because of the recent
 highway happen-
ing that has captivated the Bay Area. After a fender
 ben-
der, a 
man  came from what was reported as a 
black 
sports utility 
vehicle to the car of Sara 
McBurnett.  The 
man reached into 
McBurnett's car, grabbed 
her 10 -year-old dog, Leo, 
and hurled him toward 
busy freeway traffic. 
The  
dog was run 
over  by the 




Call it the ultimate case of 
road rage. 
Given the sob story, it may 
be hard for me to convince 
someone that we shouldn't
 
increase the punishment for 
people who are cruel to animals 
in such a manner, but I hardly 
believe this warrants new laws in 
the name
 of animal protection. 
With the passing of Tuesday's 
elections, we should all be aware of 
how much time, effort and money goes 
into passing 
legislation,
 and passing tougher 
animal
 cruelty laws isn't 
to  high on 
what  I view as the 
priority list. 
Robert 
Brown,  a senator from 
Georgia,  is leading the push 
for 
stronger 
laws, whirls would include trying




due  respect to Sen. Brown and McBurnett,
 I think we have larg-
er things to worry
 about. 
Sure,  cases like McBurnett's are 
tragic,
 but I've yet to see the newspaper
 flood-
ed
 with cases of animal cruelty. 
However,  I do see violence among 
humans each and every day 
in some form or another. 
Maybe we 
should
 focus on these issues before 
we
 start a march to save animals from
 the occasional 
abuser. Call me 
heartless  if you wish, but I put a 
higher  value on human life than 
an
 animal's. 
While I know some 
people
 have a particularly close 
relationship
 with their pets, people still 
must  real-
ize there is a 
reason  we have a food chain and 
the  "survival of the fittest" theory. 
I'm not 
endorsing  picking up animals by 
their  tails and swinging them 
around
 like a lasso. 
I enjoy the 
companionship  pets provide, and I 
would never want to see anything
 happen to my dog. But 
the logic of 
trying
 to increase penalties for 
animal cruelty is just a haze
 to me. 
What are we going to do, put 
animals  on the stand to testify against 
alleged abusers in court? Or, put 
a guy in jail fbr a few years after




 nothing that lives deserves 
to be abused, it's not plausible to 
increase the penalties sole-
ly because 
one  guy went Neanderthal and killed 
a dog. 
I don't want 
to
 see these penalties get to the
 point where I could find 
myself





 sister's cat flying through
















Mike Osegueda is the 






































 in its Friday
 edition,
 "I keep 
having
 flashbacks.















10 -year -old 




was thrown into 






McBurnett's  car 
bumped his in stop
-and -go 








rolled  down her 
window  to apologize 
thr humping 
the man's car when he 
reached in the open window,
 grabbed the 
dog and threw him 
toward




Leo was run over by oncoming
 traffic and died as a result
 of 
his 
injuries  but only after he 
suffered
 during the ride to the
 vet-
erinarian in McBurnett's car. 
The dog tosser pulled recklessly
 into traffic and s ed 
awa  
A 
$40,000  reward has been set 
up for 
information  that leads to 
the arrest of the 
perpetrator  of the 
Feb. 11 








Police have been 




 or truck 
with a 
camper




no wonder the 
perpetrator  fled 
the 
scene.  If 
caught,
 he could
 face a 
whopping  one 








 Code, if he 
were to be 
convicted  of 
animal  cruelty, 
something 
that 
 in this 
case





 the term 
"whopping,"
 but the 
penalty is 
too  lax for 
such an act of cruelty. 
There 






 that inti 
be needed 
in




 to up the 
punishment  
for 
animal  cruelty 
within
 their borders. 
Even before 
the  San Jose 
incident,  Georgia's 
Lt. Governor, 
Mark  Taylor, 
joined
 
a coalition in its 
aim to increase
 penalties for 
the crime in 
Georgia.In  that 
state.  
animal  cruelty is a 
violation of state 
law but carries 
only  a 
misdemeanor
 charge. 
Larry  Gibson, an 
animal  control 
officer
 in Clayton 
County,  Georgia, in 
an Associated 
Press report,
 said, "Eighty 
percent
 of the people 
I deal with go on 
to bigger and better
 crimes. 
They get 
desensitized  and 
get
 a thrill from this."
 
Randall
 Lockwood, vice 
president of the 
Humane  Society of 
the  United States, 
cited the case of 
T.J.  
Solomon in the same
 AP report. 
Solomon
 is an Atlanta area
 teen indicted in a 
school  shooting at 
Heritage
 High School, where
 six stu-
dents were 
wounded.  Solomon 
reportedly
 told school 
psychologists  he liked to 
look
 into animals' eyes 
when 
he shot them and 
watch them die. 
An 
act  of cruelty toward an 
animal  is often cited in 
cases
 of those who commit 
violent
 acts against peo-
ple, as sort 
of a "gateway crime." 
While  no one can say exactly what 
sort of crime, if any, the 
perpetrator
 in the San Jose incident 
may be 
capable  of committing, a felony
 such as the type committed
 against Leo could be a sign
 of more serious 
things to 
come
  if the Solomon case 





 $20,000 penalty for such 
a vicious act is not acceptable. 
In 
a "civilized" society, acts of violence 
against
 helpless creatures have no place. 
Those  who commit them,  
and knowingly torture
 or kill animals in a way that is 
clearly
 cruel, do not belong among us 
and  should be 
removed
 from society for 
much  longer than one 
short  year. 
Jason 
Stull 





































































administration of justice 
kA4i 
r-M1 
"It should not be stiffer. One "They should 
increase
 the "I don't think an animal life 
"If animal cruelty 
cases are 
year and $20,000 is a lot." 
fine amount,

































compiled by Franklin Leiva and photos by 














 are a few 
days  out of the 
year  
that 
serve as reminders of 
what's  
important




 will do the 
trick, or a 
lot of 
people  count 
on New Year's






can't figure out 


















the  tedious? 
Perhaps 
it's too difficult








 that we 
care
 about and 
depend  on other
 
people
 makes us 
vulnerable. 
It's  much easier
 to let the 
things  we 
value get lost 
in
 classes and 
work.  It's even 
easier to rationalize




 do  that my 
friends  and family 
under-
stand I'm busy, 
understand we'll get
 togeth-
er and catch up 
as
 soon as I get over 
my
 cur-
rent hurdle. But 
hurdles
 are endless. 
Sunday,  I'll take a breather. It's 
my friend 
Mark's 26th 
birthday.  It's also about
 the 
time I start 
remembering  how to be a 
friend. 
I have to celebrate Mark's birthday in spir-
it. He died in a plane crash on his way home 
from a trip to Tahoe in 1994. He died before I 
could tell him what he 
meant to me. 
Oddly  unlike many people who lose a 
friend suddenly  about a month 
before he 




chance  to tell 
him.









passed up the 








I had known him 
since I was 
about  14 
years old, there was 
so 
much I should 
have said. But the idea
 that it might have 
been 
the  last time I could talk to him was 
something I never could have fathomed. 
Where would I have started, anyway? I 
knew from the day I met him 
he was some-
one I could trust, 
someone
 who could make 
me laugh. I didn't imagine
 he would become 
one of my best friends,
 my brother, my pro-
tector. I didn't know he would be the only 
man I could 
share  such a close platonic 




didn't realize until after he 
was  gone 
that he helped me learn how to be a friend. 
He was one of those rare people who didn't 
belong 
to a specific group 
 he had 
hundreds of 
friends  he could fit in 
anywhere. But when 
he 




where  else. 
The last time I saw him 
was at a party. He stopped 
me as I was leaving 
because 
he wanted to 
thank me for being
 such a 
good 
friend  and tell me that 
he loved me. 
He brought up some 
scrape he had gotten 
into 
several years 
before.  It was 
before 
we
 even had driver's licenses, and he 
was in some sort of trouble, stuck at a pay 
phone. He called me, and I got my mom to 
take me to pick him up. She took us back to 
my house, and he and I spent the next cou-
ple hours finding a solution to the problem 
he 
had. 
He told me at the party he would never 
forget that. He said that's when he realized
 
we would always be friends. He wasn't 
afraid to make himself vulnerable,  and 
I 
blatantly humored him. He 
was  hugging 
me, thanking me for my friendship
 through 
the years, and I said "yeah, yeah, Mark, I 
love you too. Are you 
loaded
 or something? 
How much did you drink? I gotta go ... " 
I 
remember  it so vividly because it 
played over and over in my head after he 
died. When I think of what I could have 
said, those words pierce through me. 
Those words also keep me from making 
the same mistake today. We can't protect 
our feelings and still have meaningful rela-
tionships. We can't allow our jobs or home-
work to play a more important role than the 
people who 
stand  by us when we get fired or 
fail a class. 
The night he 
died, before it was con-
firmed that a plane had even 
gone  down, 
another friend and I were at his parents' 
house making phone calls to different Tahoe 
authorities to find
 out what happened. 
Watching his 
parents
 waiting for the 
phone to ring, I kept assuring his mom he 
would walk through the door any minute. 
He had to. I had some very important things 
to tell him, to thank him for. 
But he never came home. 
His death is no less 
tragic  because I learned 
this lesson, but being open, honest and loyal to 
the people I care about  the way he was to me 
and everyone that knew him  is the only way 
I've found to thank him. 
Margaret 
Bethel
 is the Spartan Daily 
Co -Executive 









 are like 
sausages. 
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Today  
SJSU Sport Club and Student 
Health Center 
Free nutrition counseling. A  $50 
value. Talk to a graduate student 
in
 nutrition about all your nutri-
tion questions from
 11:30 a.m. to 
1:30 
p.m.  every Monday, Tuesday 
and 
Wednesday.  Sign up at the 
SJSU Sport Club or 
call
 Nancy 
Black at 924-6118 
for  more infor-
mation. 
Nutrition and Food 
Science 
The latest body 
Composition 
testing from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30
 p.m. 
in the Central Classroom 
building,  




 and fun. Coat is $5 
for students and 
faculty. For more 
information, call 




Weekly  meeting at 7 
p.m. every 
Wednesday 
at the Student 
Union, 
Almaden room, 
For  more informa-
One Washington 
Square,
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tion, call Celeste at 259-5630 or 
Alejandra at 971-7942. 
MEChA 




Resource Center. For more infor-
mation, page Miguel





spirit gathering at 
5:30 p.m. every Wednesday in 
the 
Campus Inter Faith Center, 300 S. 
10th St. For 
more
 information, call 
Roger Wharton at 451-9310. 
Sparta Guide IA provided free of charge 
to 
student&  faculty and staff The deadline 
for entries is noon, three days before the 
desired publication date. Entry forme are 
available in the Spartan Daily Office. Space 
restrictions may require 
editing  of submis 










lished every school day 
for (full academic 
year) $25 
wand (semester) $15. Periodic 
postage paid at San Jose. Mail subscrip-
tions accepted on a remainder of semester 
basis.
 
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to 
the Spartan Daily, San Jose State 
University, One 



























































































































 are encouraged to express 
themselves on the Opinion 
page  
with a letter to 
the editor. 
A letter to the editor is a 
200 -word response to an 
issue or point of 
view that 
has  appeared in the 
Spartan  Daily. 
Submissions
 become the property
 of the Spartan Daily 
and may be 
edited for clarity, grammar,




the author's name, 
address,  phone number, 




 put in the Letters to 
the  Editor box at the 
Spartan
 Daily Office in Dwight
 Bentel Hall Room 
209,  sent by fax to 
(408) 924-3237,
 e-mail at 
SDAILY@jmc.sjim.edu  or 
mailed  to the 
Spartan
 Daily Opinion 
Editor, School of 
Journalism  and Mass 
Communications, San 
Jose  State University, One 
Washington Square, 
San Jose, CA 
95192-0149.  
Editorials are 
written  by, and are the 
consensus  of, the 
Spartan Daily 
editors,  not the staff. 
Published opinions 
and  advertisements do 




 of the Spartan
 Daily, the 
School  of 
Journalism
 and Mass 
Communications  
or SJSU. 



















You'll  find a bunch of 
menus in one place 
and lots of local 
restaurants from which 
to choose. They you can 
have food delivered right
 to your door 
without having to miss even a commercial.
 Order now and you 
can register
 to 
win a trip 
for two to the college
 basketball championship
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don't  think 
society






 said. "It 
should
 only 
be between a man and 
a woman 
and it's 
important  to 
uphold  it." 
"Voting 
against
 it (Proposition 
22), 
makes  a mockery
 of the insti-
tution of marriage," 
Gorshe said. 




 to the California 
State 
Family  Code, which states 
"only a marriage
 between a man 
and a 




other states have already 





Washington, Hawaii and Florida. 
Proponents claim it 
does not 
take away anybody's 
rights and 
does nothing to incite hatred 
or vio-
lence toward any 
individual  or 
their family. Yet, 
it is impossible to 
leave same -sex 
marriages  out of 
the 
equation.  
While current state law already 
bans gays and lesbians from mar-
rying, the passage 
of Prop. 22 
would close
 a loophole. Califbrnia
 
would not
 recognizing marriages 
out of state, including "same -sex" 
marriages. Vermont is 
close to rid-





manager and father of 2, voted
 for 
the passage of 22. Hi. said he 
believes same
-sex
 marriages are 
morally 
wrong. 
"A marriage should always be 
between a man and a woman," said 
DelCastilla "That's how it's always 
been and
 that how it should be." 
Opponents of 22 have argued 
that a 
"yes" vote on 
22
 would 
infringe on hospital visitation 
rights and inheritance. But under 
current state law, the rights of hos-
pital patients allows them to 
receive visitors of their own choos-
ing and cannot be denied on the 
basis




 Gov. Gray Davis signed legis-
lation, which gives 
gays  and les-
bians 
recognition  and rights to 
domestic





majority  of 
California voters continue 
to 
choose to preserve the irreplace-
able union of marriage. 
Monica Barnes, 
senior and 
music major, said she supports 
Prop. 
22
 because of her religious 
background. 
"In order to bring children into 
the world is 
between  
a man and 
woman. We should uphold it. It's 
































































































 of voters in that 
county voting "yes" or No ' 
Proposition
 21  Juvenile Crime 
Yes  
1,304,844 
ENo  782,712 
'Unreported  
30.9% precincts reporting 
62.6% 
37.4%  
The "Yes" or No' represents 
the majority of voters in that 
county voting "yes' or "No ' 
Source
 information: Calif. Sec. of State Web site 
Defeat
 
disappoints  gay contingency 
Erik Anderson 
and Jessica Neu 
DAILY STAFF WHIMS 
"Campaigns
 will come and go,
 
but there are other
 ways to mea-
sure our success as a 
community,"  
said Amy Dean, executive 
officer 




"It was a victory 
for the diverse 
members of our community to 
come together for this cause." 
A somber but festive mood held 
sway over 
the  'No on Knight' cam-
paign as it gathered on Almaden 
Road in San Jose. 
The numbers for defeating the 
Limit on  Marriage initiative  
though early  did not look good. 
At 9:22 p.m., with 1793 of 
22,670 precincts reporting, 63.8 
percent were for the 
proposition
 
limiting marriage, while 36.8 per-
cent were against, according to 
results provided by the 
secretary 
of state's election figures. 
"Regardless of the outcome, the 
gay and lesbian community has 
gained a lot from this election," 
said Rev. Lindi Ramsden, senior 
minister of the First Unitarian 
Church  of San Jose on Third 
In the Democratic primary, 
Gore defeated Bradley among 
every major segment of voters. 
"Join us now, because our cam-
paign is your cause," Gore beck-
oned, throwing the Democratic 
Party tent wide open to support-
ers of Bradley, independents
 and 
Republicans. "We are the party of 





biggest margin over 
Bradley, 




 endorsed Gore," 
said 
San Jose Mayor 
Ron Gonzales. 
"I'm very, very 
pleased
 with his 
performance 
in California, as well 
Street. "Labor groups, 
religious
 
groups, major newspapers and 
celebrities
 have all come together
 
in support of this issue. It says 
something 




its14  words, the ini-
tiative 
proposes a singular 
restric-
tion:
 "Only marriage 
between  a 
man and 
a woman is valid 
or
 rec-
ognized in California." 
Opponents of 
the  initiative, 
such
 as Dean and 
Ramsden,  
believe the 
restriction  like a 
Trojan horse  
carries  a hidden 
agenda. 
"It's  been hard 
seeing 
those "Yes on 
22" signs on front 
lawns. It's like 
those  people are 
against
 our families," Ramsden 
said. 
The measure appeared to be 
passing in all
 counties throughout 
the state, but four: Alameda, 
Mann, San 
Francisco
 and Santa 
Cruz."The support of (this cam-
paign against) the proposition 
shows that people are becoming 
more open toward 
the gay com-
munity," said Gregg Zigler, a No 
on Knight volunteer. 
A brief examination of views 
from both sides, makes it no less 
clear why the restriction is sought
 
nor what exactly the hidden agen-
as 
other  states. I'm hopeful he can 
guide us to victory in November." 
Bradley fared so poorly McCain 
drew slightly more Democratic 
votes than he 
did  in early results. 
But the results also represent-
ed a major 
disappointment for 
McCain, who had 
pinned his 
hopes on California from the ear-
liest days of his campaign. He 
faced an uphill struggle against 
Bush, who early on locked up the 
support of California's  GOP elect-
ed officials, corporate leaders and 
fund-raising kingpins. 
The primary for the first 
time
 
allowed those of 
any party affilia-
tion, or no affiliation, to 
cast  bal-
da might be. 
California 




between a man and
 a woman are 
recognized
 as legal. Same -sex 




however,  does 
recognize marriages from other 
states. One train of thought is 
that 
same
-sex couples will seek 
and obtain a marriage license
 out 
state, then "import" the license in. 
Supporters of Proposition 
22
 




In the text from the argument 
of Prop. 22  in 1996 Democrats 
and Republicans
 in marriage 
overwhelmingly passed a bill say-
ing that the U.S. government 
defines  marriage as between a 
man and a woman 
only, and said 
each state could do the same." 
Clinton signed this bill into effect 
the very next day. Since then, 30 
states have passed their own laws 
defining marriage and arch -con-
servative legal organizations have 
used similar laws as tools in court 
to deny lesbians and gays funda-
mental rights. 
San Jose State University
 
director of counseling Wiggsy 
lots for 
any candidate, though 
only votes
 from  party members 
counted in the Democratic and 
Republican races. 
In early returns, Bush, Gore 
and
 McCain were within 7 
per-
centage





Counting  crossover votes
 in the 
GOP
 primary, it 
was  Bush 56 per-
cent, McCain 32 
percent,
 Gore 5 
percent, Bradley 2 percent and 








The  Democratic 




 15, Bradley 14,
 Bush 7, 
Sivertsen said Santa Clara 
County has a ways to go before 
something such as Proposition 22 
would garner a certain amount of 
respect. "With that kind of vote to 
come out it is a statement of the 
work we have to do yet," Sivertsen 
said.  
She said that an essential por-
tion of Prop. 22 would be the ben-
efits her partner would get if their 
marriage was legal. "My partner 
will not inherit the insurance ben-
efits . . . because we don't have a 
bonified  marriage." "I had hoped 
that more people would vote no," 
said Chris Anzalone, 
volunteer  for 
No on Knight. "It should never 
pass, it's very discriminatory." 
San Jose Mayor Ron 
Gonzales  
has been married for 
more than 
two
 decades, and he understands 
the bond between 
married cou-
ples. "The 
predictions  say the 
proposition will pass. ItOs 
too  
bad," said 
Gonzales.  6ItOs mean -
spirited.  The state of 
California  
can do without it. I'm 
a strong 
believer in 
marriage. I've been 




 to this report 
Keyes 1, 




 30 years, California 
was
 irrelevant in the nomina-
tions, because 
its primary came so 
late the parties had unofficially 
crowned their standard-bearers 
by the time of the vote here. 
Spartan
 Daily staff writers 
Mike Osegueda and Erika 
Coron and the 
Associated  
Press contributed to this 
report.
 
Campbell   
continued from page 1 
"The buzz
 word of his campaign is 
freedom," said Wanda Ginner, a 
longtime 
supporter  of Campbell. "I 
can't think of anyone else I would 
rather see in 
Senate.
 He stands for 
political freedom and believes gov-
ernment should stay out
 of our per-
sonal 
lives." 
Besides protecting individua 
freedom  and giving governmen 
control back to the people at a stat 
level, Campbell's platform include 
healing health
 care services, redis 
tributing defense 
funds to provid 
military families with a livin 
wage, improving schools and redu 
ing the national 
debt.  
Yuwynn Ho, a senior majori 
in political scienet  at 
dui  
University of California, Berkeley, 
said
 he admired Campbell's 
stance,
 
on letting local 
government decide 
how to handle
 drug issues. 
"He has a lot
 of progressive 
ideas," said Ho, who
 voted for the 
first time as an 
American citizen 
during Tuesday's 
primaries.  "He's 
an educator and 
the fact that he's 
not a diehard 
conservative with 




 the president 
of UC Berkeley's 
Republican Youth 
Majority, 
was  thrilled to meet the 
Senate hopeful, and asked 
Campbell to 
autograph  a campaign 
sign. 
"Tom 
Campbell is like my politi-
cal hero," said the 19 -year-old 
McFadden. "He is honest, and he 
has integrity." 
McFadden said he planned to 
keep the sign for years to come. The 
dedication read, "For Robb 
McFadden, With 
highest hopes for 
your future, Tom 
Campbell  3-7-00." 
The next 
step  toward a 
November
 victory for 
Campbell  is 
gaining name 
recognition.  
"If he was able to 





would  win the 
election,"  said 
Suhail A. Khan, 



















people  like you 
would 
be reading
 it now! 
c II 
'ICI 


































































blow  at polls 
SAN
 





























































for a no vote 
on a companion
 mea-
sure, Proposition 31, and got their 
wish with 72 percent of the vote. 
"It's clear that people over-
whelmingly understood their 
insurance rates would go up 
under these measures and that 
they would get nothing for it," 
said Allan Zaremberg, president 
of 
the California State Chamber 
of Commerce. "If an insurance 
company had been faced with a 
punitive damage lawsuit 
of mil-
lions of dollars for 
defending a 
policyholder, they would have 
been quicker 
to
 accede to a higher 
settlement, and
 our numbers 
showed that would 
increase
 pre-














merchant's  bid to snuff 
out a cigarette
 tax championed by 
director Rob Reiner was over-
whelmingly rejected by voters 
Tuesday. 
The challenge, mounted by 
Ned Roscoe of the Cigarettes
 
Cheaper! discount chain, came by 
way of Proposition
 28, a proposal 
to repeal the 50 -cent -a -pack ciga-
rette tax increase
 passed in 1998. 
With 11 percent of precincts 
reporting, 70 
percent  of voters 
opposed the measure. 
Roscoe argued 
that  the taxes 




 tried to 
play Big 
Brother to California 
families. 
Reiner,
 who sponsored 1998's 
Proposition 10 to raise money for 
children, 
contended  that Roscoe 
was simply trying to protect sales. 
"It's fabulous. I'm so thrilled," 
Reiner said 
Tuesday. "Clearly, the 
voters of 
California  sent a very 
loud message that they care 
about the health and develop-
ment of young children and reject 
the tobacco industry." 
Dan Pfeiffer, spokesman for No 
on 28, said he was unsurprised 
that the  measure was so soundly 
defeated. A bipartisan coalition 
had been working hard to keep it 
from passing since the initiative 
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mgr.  POI 
Diaz 
continued
 from peg& 
Congressional 
District 15. 
Three  primary 
issues  Diaz 
said 
he
 plans to address













educational  facilities, 
fighting for 
more 
affordable  housing 
and  cre-
ating 




covers East San 
Jose, downtown, 
Willow Glen, the 
Rose 
Garden  and 
part






















spent Manny by 30 percent," said 
San 





she  thought the 










 West in a San Jose 
City Council 
campaign two years 
ago.
 
Diaz has represented District 
5 on the San Jose City 
Council  
since 
November  1994. 
"The
 more he's been involved 
in San 
Jose
 issues, the more he 
thinks he can do in 
Sacramento," 




 San Jose as a 
councilman,





FOR STORY ON 
TONY
 WEST, 




 is looking 
forward to the 
California State Assembly to do 





 to Diaz's campaign 
literature, Diaz 
graduated  from 
San
 Francisco State 
University  
with a degree in 
engineering,  and 
he spent 17 years 
as
 an electrical 
engineer at PG&E. 
Diaz
 chose to leave his 
first 
career of 
engineering  and become 
a housing 
development  manager 

















 his years 
on
 the City 
Guadalupe
 





























took part in 
a 








Council, Diaz has held tight to 
fighting for some
















"I feel like 
at
 the end of the
 
day,
 he West] 








 for the Bay 
Area  AFL-CIO. 
Dean said given






















 the opposing 
cam-
paign, "It 
was  very 
unfortunate  
he got so negative." 
"I am going































 free online tax preparation
 from 
H&R
 Block. Just grab 
your  W -2's and head 
to 
hrblock.com/free.  There, you 
can  fill out 
and 
electronically
 file your 1040EZ
 form 
online.  And get your tax 
refund
 fast. Best 
of 
all, it costs nothing.
 Nada. Zero. 
Zip.  
Check
 it out at 
hrblock.corn/free.  It can 
be a 








$5,000  IN 
SPRING  BREAK
 CAM 
0 MOO H&R BloCk
 Tat Sermes 
IncorPatell
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Manabe/Spartan  Dotty 
Tony West, a candidate for state Assembly
 District porters, waited for the results 
in a relaxed environ-
23, shakes hands with his supporters Tuesday at ment. 
his 
office













Ali of 11 p.m. Tuc,iiiiy,
 Tony 
West  was leading
 Manny Diaz 
by 
.3 
points  in the 
race







District  23 covers







area,  Willow 
Glen 
and 











the  race. 
"This is the first
 time I've real-
ly taken a 






believe he is very 
dedicated  
and 
















find out  and 
hopefully  
celebrate  










 met him before 











 live in District 
23, but still wanted 
to show his 
support.  
"He's youthful
 and he's got 
what this state
 needs. Tony 
West, 
is, in 
short,  a 
powerhouse.
 His 
understanding  and 
state experi-
ence are the best." 
West
 said the 
differences 
between
 him and 
his main oppo-
nent, Diaz, 
















said.  "I think
 the fact 
that I 
have 




a big difference.' 
Diaz
 is a city 
councilman fbr
 












 Fred Buzo, a 
Democrat,  
Dana W. 
Albrecht,  a 
Libertarian,  
and 
Republicans  Tom 
Askland 
and David J. Neighbors
  but 
their presence in 
the race was 
minimal
 as the results 
for  West 
and Diaz rolled in. 
While they
 waited for the 
results Tuesday, West's
 supporters 
ate finger fiiods 
and listened to a 
band playing




 as West 
walked  around and 























 Tony is hon-
est, well 
educated  and 
qualified. I 
think he's 
going to go 
somewhere.  

















































 back  for a week
 now  
and miss
 all you 









all  Of us 
soon 
Its hard to 
find















gesture')  Can't 













































































"He's very much on the ball," 
Bayuga said. "If we win tonight, 
he'll be speaker in four years." 
A critical weakness 
for West 
was the  fact Diaz had incumbent
 




 34, is currently a special 
attorney 
general for the state of 
California. He was appointed by 
California Attorney 
General  Bill 
Lockyer in Jan. '99. 
A San Jose 






Jose's  public schools. 
West started his 
political  
career early by 
serving  as the 
chairman  of the San Jose 
Youth  
Commission in '82
 and '83, while 
he attended 





Bellarmine in '83, West enrolled at 
Harvard College and published 
the Harvard Political Review. He 
graduated from Harvard with 
honors in '87 and
 moved on to 
work for 
former governors of 
Massachusetts and Arkansas, 
Michael S. 
Dukakis and Bill 
Clinton, respectively. 
During this time, West 
became 
the finance director of the 
Democratic Governors'  
Association and worked with 
Clinton to get Democrats elected 
as governors across the nation. 
When Clinton ran for president 
in 92, West was elected to serve as 
a delegate to the Democratic 
National Convention in New York 
City. 
After Clinton was elected, West 
served as a member of the finance 
staff of the California
 Democratic 
Party. 
In '89, West enrolled at 
Stanford Law School. He became 
president of  the Stanford Law 




 had a private practice for 
about a year, but then was 
appointed 
Special  Assistant to the 
Deputy 
Attorney  General at the 
U.S. Department




was  appointed as 
Assistant  United 
States
 Attorney 
Rika  ilanabe/ Spartan 
Dail, 
Tony West hugs a supporter at his office Tuesday in Willow Glen. 
West is running for state Assembly 





















northern district of 
California in '94, West moved back 
to San Jose. 
He specialized :n the 
prosecution of federal otienses 
such as Internet -related child 
exploitation, economic espionage, 
financial fraud, firearm viola-
tions, tax offenses, drug crimes 
and government
 fraud. 
Since moving back to San Jose, 
West has served as a commission-
er on the San Jose Planning 
Commission and has also taught 
at Lincoln Law School of San
 Jose 
He was a member of the 
Housing Leadership Council of 
the Santa Clara Valley 
Manufacturing Group and 
has 
participated in several youth 
mentoring programs. 
West met his wife, Maya Harris 
West, in law school. She is cur-
rently the Dean of 
Lincoln Law 
School of San Jose and together 
they
 have one daughter, 
Meena. 
West was able to 
raise over 
$58,000 in his
 first two weeks of 
campaigning and has 
managed to 




 is supported 
by the San 
Jose Police Officers' 
Association 
and the San Jose -Silicon Valley 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Elected officials who 
support 
West 
include  Congresswoman 






Phil  Angelides, 
State  
Senators Liz 
Figueroa and Kevin 
Murray, 
retired
 State Senator Al 
Alquist, and Assembly 
members 
Ted Lempert, 
and  Herb Wesson. 
PARTNERSHIP
  FOR  A  WALKABLE  AMERICA 
Join  Ralph Nader,
 faculty, 







community leaders for a 
Public








San Jose State University 
Schedule




9 - 11:30 am  Engineering 285-287 
Featured 
address by Ralph Nader: 
Noon
























has been a con-
cerned and active 
advocate  for  quality 
higher education
 


































































 Gaebet / .Spartan Daily 
Above, Megan 
Gluhen, senior forward for the SJSU 
women's  bas-
ketball team, makes sure Fresno State's Amanda Baker doesn't get 







lost in their last game of 









R.J.  Powell drives 
against
 Mike McIntyre of Hawaii
 
during a recent 
game  in the 
Event





 game winning 
67-50.  
Looking
 for an upset 
Men, 
women  head
 to Fresno tourney 




March Madness around the cor-
ner, 




 teams around the country are 
battling each other in their 
respective  
conference tournaments
 for a shot at an 
at -large bid NCAA tournament.
 
Nevertheless, in this week's Western 
Athletic Conference tournament, which 
will be held at Selland Arena in Fresno, 
the talk has not been about
 which teams 
will make or break their chances of 
acquiring
 a spot in the field of 64, but 
who has already secured it. 
The conference tournament's top two 
seeds in the men's field  Tulsa and 
Fresno State  are a lock for the 




Unfortunately for the rest of the field, 
the success or failure on the court in 
Fresno doesn't necessarily make or 
break each team's chances at playing in 
the post season. 
Upon having the WAC 
tournament, 
conference officials decided not
 to have 
the tournament champion receive an 
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament. 
The 
decision  placed teams such as 
Southern Methodist,
 Hawaii and Texas 
Christian in a must -win situation, in 
order to 
improve their chances with the 
NCAA tournament selection
 committee. 
SMU head coach Mike Dement said 
he voted for a conference tournament 
because it gives his 
team  a chance to 
gain a couple of wins to better its post 
season opportunities. 
"There are several teams that need to 
position themselves for an NCAA bid," 
Dement said. "We are in that 
situation."  
Of all of the WAC teams,
 most coach-
es agree Fresno State has the advan-
tage. Not only are the 
Bulldogs hosting 
the WAC tournament, 
but they have the 
conferences Player of 




at the right 
time,
 
according to FSU 
head coach Jerry 
Tarkanian. 
"Offensively, he is playing as good as 
anybody," 
Tarkanian  said. "Courtney 
has been playing his best ball since the 
injury
 in January." 
Alexander suffered a stress fracture 
in his 
left  foot in January. Now he is 
leading the nation in 
scoring
 with 25 
points  per 
game.  
With the win at UTEP Saturday, the 
San Jose State 
University  men's basket-
ball team earned the fifth
 seed in the 
WAC tournament. It was the highest 
seed for the Spartans
 in the post season 
"If we 
could do some-
thing against TCU and 
then 
something  with 
Tulsa, then we'll worry 
about getting a 
call."
 




 a member of the 
WAC in the 1996-97 season. 
In a field of eight teams, the Spartans 
will play fourth seeded
 TCU at noon on 
Thursday, for what 
Horned  Frogs head 
coach Billy Tubbs called "the
 toughest 
game" on the 
first  day of the tourna-
ment. 
"The No. 4 
and No. 5 seeds are most 
equally matched,"




 to the 
Frogs
 twice during the 
regular season, 
SJSU led by 











 13, the Spartans lost
 to TCU 69-
60 at the
 SJSU Event 
Center.




























































































































points  to 
eventual 
champion 
































































the second straight sea-
son. 
"This will be the first night that 
I'll actually sleep for 
eight hours. 
When the buzzer
 sounded I felt a 
huge barbell lifted off 
my shoul-
ders that's been 
there since Oct. 
15," said Mark 
Few, Gonzaga's 
first -year coach.Craig
 Lewis had 
17 points for 
Pepperdine  (24-8), 




and hopes for 





added  12 points 
for the 
















I I Lord 
II
 'S-279-4119()  
Waves. 
Gonzaga, a private Jesuit 
school of 4,800 students in 
Spokane, Wash., was famous most-
ly for alums Bing Crosby and John 
Stockton until 
last  year. Its great-
est sporting achievement had 
been sharing the 
1950 NCAA box-






the  name of an 
obscure 16th 
century priest. St. 
Aloysius 
Gonzaga,  the 
patron 
saint of 
youth,  died in 1591 
caring  
for victims
 of the plague


























































































the free throw 




 The Frogs also held SJSU's
 
scor-
ing leader Billy 




in the contest. 
In 
the rematch at TCU
 on Feb. 12, the 
Spartans 













 head coach Steve 
Barnes  said 
his team failed to 
continue  to attack 
TCU, and 
overall, the players 
dropped
 
their aggressiveness on both sides of the 
court. 
"Our biggest problem 
is that we didn't 
play 
40 minutes 
against  them," 
Barnes  
said. "Defensively,
 we weren't as 
physi-
cal as we were in 
the  first half We 
basi-
cally backed off." 
Even with a series of victories
 in the 
WAC tournament,




 March Madness is  
quite slim. However, Barnes said his 
team is 
focusing  on its next game and 
not about the future. 
"We're only worrying about one game 
at a 
time,"  he said. "If we could do some-
thing 
against TCU and then something 




One  player who will surely 
give
 the 
Frogs all they can handle is senior R.J. 
Powell, who was selected
 to the all-WAC 
defensive team. 
Barnes said Powell was one
 of tough-
est and most aggressive
 players he has 
ever coached because 
he
 comes to play 
every night. 
"I respect him for
 his toughness and 
his will to win," Barnes 
said.  "You can't 
replace  a guy like R.J. 
Powell.
 A guy like 
him only comes around
 once in awhile." 
SJSU finished the 
regular season 
with a 
15-14  overall record, and 6-8 in 
the WAC. TCU was 17-13 overall, 8-6 in 
the WAC. 
Women's  Basketball 
In the 
women's  field of 
the WAC tour-
nament,  SMU 
and
 Hawai'i are the
 top 
two 
seeds. Both squads boast two play-
ers 
on the all-WAC first team, and both 
have 19 wins overall. SMU however, 
won the conference 
regular season 
championship 
with  a record of 12-2, and 
with the No. 
1 seed will face No. 8 San 





Spartans  were on a one -game win 
streak, 
before  losing to Fresno 
State  on 
March 




On Feb. 29, 
the Spartans ended 
a 28 -
game WAC
 losing streak by 
defeating 
UTEP at home, 73-68.
 One loss that 
added to its conference
 streak this sea-





 margin of 33 points. 
SJSU
 head coach 
Janice
 Richard was 
hopeful
 that her team
 would pull 
an 
upset
 in the first round







a way to put the 
clamp on 
senior Karlin Kennedy. 
The
 6 -foot -l -inch 

















































 9th St. & 




 Student Union 
9am-8:00pm
 
 Clark Library  
 7th 
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 of her 
election 
online Tuesday 
at her Willow 
Glen house. I-ler




Douglas Rider / Spartan Daily 
Ken Yeager, a 
SJSU proffesor,  
and  Jim Spence. 
Cunningham  said it 
cost $67,000,







Cunningham  satisfied with 







la II. R 
Kris Cunningham found no 
surprise in 























would,"  Cunnowli:oo 
"With six 
























drove to Campaign 
Celli  
ri I, 






get  ow 
latest news. 
Among the supporters remain-
ing at her 
home was Linda 
LeZotte, District 1 City Council 
member. 
"I was
 on the planning commis-
sion, and for six years I saw her 
(Cunningham)
 come 
before  the 
committee as a member 
and later 













grasp MI everything 
and the 





have known Ken Yeager
 or 
years, 
































 an easy decision
 for 
Frank 
Fiscalmi and I to support 
fur.'' 




my ampaign  are from
 District 
6, and tlmy 
all Coll to 
having 
worked
 with mi..- 
Cunningham  
said. 




 14 at the 



























far  are you 
willing 
to
















 9 at 








  1-800-424-8., 
asked her to 
step
 up after CC 
Mayor Frank Fiscalini's term was 
up. 
"She's always 
been a person 
that
 you can access," 
said 
Arlene  
Herrick.  a longtime friend and for-
mer neighbor of Cunningham. 
"She is always 
willing tie open a 
door 
cud listen, and I think the 
neighborhood needs that 
Several of Cunningham's
 sup-
porters  gathereel at her house said 
they
 were impressed with her 
energy, dedication, willingness to 
"get down and 
do the dirty work" 
and sincerity. 
During the campaign, 
Cunningham stressed her 
priori-
ties were: getting citizens involved 
with decision -making processes; 
ensuring 
sound planning in land 
use, 
development
 and growth deci-
sions; and 
preserving  and improv-
ing the 




ing and police and 
fire protection, 
according



















































iii 1972 with ii bache-
lor's 
degree in 
polit  ical science. 
She has 
been





Association  Mr 20 
years.
 For
 six of 
those years, she was
 president. 
Cunningham
 is on the Bond
 
Oversight Committee
 for San Jose 
Unified 
School  District and has 
served on a 
number  of committees 
for flit' 





attends  more 
meetings
 in 
a week than the
 City Council 
members do," said Helen 
Solinski,
 
















glued to a computer








Attvithis is an established leader in the field of combindwrial 
chemistry  with a powerful 
portfolio of 
technologies  that enable the efficient synthesis, screening and optimization of 
vast
 
numbers of potential new drug compounds Anymax 
technologies
 are designed with 










 than by conventional
 methods, 
This summer, be a part of the Affymax team. We 
have  locations in Santa Clara and Palo Alto. 
Current
 Internships are 
















Visit us at the SJSU 
Career
 Fair on March 8 & 9 
in  





3410 Central Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051 
FAX: 
(408) 
730-1393  or 
E-mail to: an  jobs(itatlymax.com
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"Ken to me 
is






 He has an idea 
of 
what 
he wants and how
 to do it. I 
see a guy who
 has the passion to 
serve San 
Jose. 
"Ken  is much more liberal 
than
 I am, but
 those big 
grandiose issues 
are not what 
politics 
are  about of the city 
level." 













 Don't tell 
anyone 



























said  his 
sexual  ori-
entation
 has not 
been an 


















































































































































































































and federal level. 
Yeager was press 
secretary for 
Congressman Don
 Edwards from 
1983 to 1985 and
 worked as 








 was also an assistant to 
Susie Wilson 
from  1979 to 1982 
when Wilson 
was a Santa Clara 
Country
 Supervisor. 
He was also an assistant to 
Santa Clara County Supervisor 
Rod 
Diridon  from 1978 to 1979. 
1 
Sebastian
 Widmann / 
Spartan  Daily 
Jim 
Spence
 (left) and his 
campaign  manager Victor Ajlouny 
try  to find 







DAILY STAFF WRITER 
In the primary race for the 
San Jose 
City  Council seat in 
District 6, Jim Spence 
fought  an 
uphill battle against giants 
and 
came 
up short, according to pre-
liminary results. 
District 6 includes the Willow 
Glen and Rose Garden 
areas. 
Although the
 final results 
were not available 
at press time, 
Ken 
Yeager was leading with 
39.5 percent of the vote, followed 
by Kris Cunningham with 31.7 
percent. Spence was well behind 
at the third spot with 17.3 per-
cent.
 
Al! of these numbers came 
with 30 of 64 precincts reporting. 
The opponents ahead of 
Spence in the polls, Cunningham 
and Yeager, both received sup-
port from the likes of Mayor Ron 
Gonzales and Frank Fiscalini  
the current District 6 council-
man
  who is in his last term. 
According
 to Spence's cam-
paign consultant, Victor Ajlouny, 
everyone  remained optimistic 
even
 though it was difficult 
to 
persuade  people to vote 










































































into  the 
race







































































































































































































































































































 Close to 
SJSU.  15-40 
hrs/wk, 














children.  Must be 
within
 12 mos. from a BA in 
Psych 
or 
related field. Various 
locations.  1 
yr commitment.
 Ph: 408/280.1112 
Fax: 408/280-1113. 
THE OLD SPAGHETTI 
FACTORY  
Now hiring
 for part time 
positions. 
We offer: 






NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!! 
We have our 
own training program!! 
We are looking for neat, bright, & 
eriamtic fleople in the folcsving areas: 
Food Server (20 or older please). 




2pm to 4pm, Mon.
 thru Fri. 
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose. 
WEB INTERNSHIP FOR CS MAJOR 
Senior 
standing.
 HTML required. 
Familiarity w/SQL, Databases. 




EXEC DIR. NON-PROFIT AGENCY. 
Adult Day Care. Funding & Mgmt 
Exp. BA/BS. EOE. 408.971-9363. 
CHILDREN'S THEATER Workshop 
Needs Leaders - we train. 1-10 
hours week.
 Reliable transportation 
needed. Good Pay. Must have 







 - Small consulting 
services
 co. in Downtown Si 
seeks a 




 skills. admin expen 
ence. 
HR or high-tech 
background  
a plus. Fax
























 for frail 
seniors.
 








Excel  & general office 
work,  
etc. 











P/T,  to assist 
busy
 





























a lot of time? 
Maybe I 















 408-9990990  
RESTAURANT-
 Work when YOU 
want!  
Were looking for cashiers.
 
cooks.
 party servers and more. 
F/T 
& P/T 
Temp or Perm. 
Great
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these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or 




Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when rnaldng 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before sending 
money for goods or services. 
In 
addition, readers should 










































































































wages  of 











5pm.  We 
are  located

























member  & 
teller 
services.  




























 fax or send 
resume  to 
1Mlnstarone.org  or fax to 408-756-
2565. STAR 
ONE  FCU, HR Dept.
 
P.O.Bck 3643,  Sumyvale,
 CA 94088.
3643. %rase include





 P/T. to assist 
busy consulting firm near 
campus. 
Good  opportunity to learn 
on the job. Be 
energetic
 with a 
"can  do" attitude. 
Computer  skills 
required. Have 
transportation.  Call 
408/282,1500 for more info.
 
RESTAURANT -Scotts 
Seafood,  Si 
Fine dining now hiring: 
 Host/Hostess 
 Bartender 
 Pantry Cook 
Apply 




PART-TIME TELLERS WANTED 
Part-time  positions available at 
our SJSU location. Call Mike. 
271-8945, fax 295.7426. 
COPY/TECH WRITER 810 hrs/wk. 
Mon -Fri. Write and 
edit
 copy for 
brochures, reports. newsletters. 
Must have 
demonstrated  writing, 
editing 
skills and be computer 
literate. Work Study position only. 
Contact Student
 Union Admin. 
office or call 
924 6310 
GROOMER'S ASST/KENNEL HELP 
needed
 for small. exclusive shop 
and 
kennel. PT. Tues.Sat. Must be 
reliable,  honest,  able lode physica 
work. Prefer exp working w/dogs. 
but will train. Great oppty for
 dog 
lover! $6.50 hr.
 Can FAX resume to 





weekends in Los 
Gatos and 
Saratoga.
 Must be 
neat
 in appearance with good
 
customer service skills. 
Must  be 
able 
to drive a 5 speed 
and  have 
a valid CDL. 
Immediate opening & 
flexible 








Golden Gate Valet 
For Part
-Time  and 
Full -Time 
Positions,  call 
HALLMARK PERSONNEL 
Fast 
placement.  no fees 
Office 





Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct  Hire 
San Jose 
to
 San Mateo 








CROC OF FUN! 
At
 the 
Crocodile Cafe in 
Valley Fair Mall. 
Come join our
 talented team of 
hosts. food 
runners,  bussers, and 
















Close to SJSU. 






 June. Call Central 
YMCA (408) 
298-171704 or visit 
1717 The Alameda. San Jose. 
ATTENTION SPARTANS: 
Valet 
Parldng  Attendants Needed 
Local valet company in search 
of
 
enthusiastic and hardworking 
individuals to work 
daytime  and 
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays 
and 
weekends available. We 
will work 
around school schedule. Lots of 
fun & earn between $8 . $15/hour. 
Call (408) 867 7275. 
RECEPTIONIST 
We are looking for a part time 
receptionist,
 mornings, weekends. 
Call 3634182. 
WANTED!  PT & FT STAFF
 that 
want to have fun working 
for the 
YMCA w/school age
 children. Good 
pay. flexible 
hours,
 good benefits. 
Call  408.257-7160












 & LIFEGUARDS 
wanted. Fun environment, close to 
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex 
hours. Central YMCA 298-171704 
SECURITY
 
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY 
We will train 
you.
 Student Friendly. 
F/T. 
P/T.  Weekdays & Weekends. 
Swing & 
Graveyard  Shifts. 
Flexible Schedule. 
408-247  482 
DRIVING
 INSTRUCTOR 
We are looking for students to 
teach driving full/part
 time 
Will train. Must  
be
 21. $10.00 
to 
start.
 Call 363-4182. 
DELUXE 
DRIVING  SCHOOL 
needs insturctors. part or full time 
in car 
or
 classroom. Good Pay. 
Company car. Over 18. HS Grad. 
Moral 
character.  408-971-7557 
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Majors: 
HOPE Rehabilitation Services. 
a non profit agency which offers a 
variety  of quality services for Indi-
viduals who have developmental
 
disabilities, has part & full time 
employment opportunities. 
If you are interested in living 
with a developmentally disabled 
individual in exchange for rent; or 
assisting  someone during the 
week 


















 activity or senior 
center program)
 or PT substitute 
positions










 a student 
schedule for 
the 
PT work & 





 benefits. This is a 
good
 
opportunity  to get practical 
experi-
ence 
in the field & work with a 
great group of clients




ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science 
programs. Need reliable car & 
exper. 









able with youth serving 
agency.
 
Opportunities include gang 
preven-
tion specialist,  after school coordi-
nator 
latrtsk  middle school),  data 
entry and
 admin support. 
Bilingual  





 and cover letter to 
Girl Scouts of 
Santa  Clara County - 
Dept. MM,
 1310 S. Bascom Ave.. 
San Jose, CA 95128 
or E-mail: 
personnel@girtscoutsofscc.org or 
Fax (408)287-8025.  AA/EOE 
SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
 





Officers.  Top Pay With Many 
Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or 
apply in person, 7arn to 7pm, 7 days 
a 
week. 5550 Meridian Ave. Si. 
WANTED 
DRIVERS,  F/T, P/T 
Monday through Friday. good 
schedules. Your vehicle with clean 
DMV & acceptable 
insurance 
coverage.  If you like money. 
independence & being around 
interesting
 people, call Gold Rush 
Express. 408-292.7300. or visit 
us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose. 
Ask for JR or Frank Sr, or Randy. 
For 'hustlers" the pay & benefits 
can be surprisingly 
good. 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE 




to lose up to 30 lbs. 




BEH/ED TUTORS to work 
with
 
children with Autism. Majors: 
Psy, Soc, Child
 
Des, Sp Ed, Ed. No 
experience 
required.  Flexible hours. 
Competitive pay
 408218-5208 












mailing our circulars. Free 
informatron. Call 202-452-5901. 
EGG DONORS NEEDED 
Make a dream come true  be an 





Convenient SF Clinic. 
1.8007342015 or pfpc@pfmc.com 
Pacific 
Fertility
 Parenting Center 
CAPITOL
 FLEA MARKET now 
hiring part-time Minds & or Thurs. 
Flex hours. Advancement oppty. 
Free movies. Apply
 in person 
3630
 Hillcap Ave San 
ince. 
IMMEDIATE
 OPENINGS, S.I AREA 
Clerical,






NEED 3 PEOPLE 
Full & Part Time 
Flex hours. 18.. 
Like  to work with 
teens. We train. South county. 
Can
 now 408-7799190. 
TELEMARKETING 
Part/Full-Time  
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly 
 
bonus.
 Weekend shifts avail. 5 
blocks from SJSU.
 Near light rail. 
Media Promotions 
408-494-0200. 
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS 
PART TIME WORK w/flex hours 
IDEAL FOR STUDENTS
 
 Internships possible 
 Al) majors may apply 
 Scholarships
 awarded annually 
 Some conditions apply 
 Start at 13.25 base , 
 Gain valuable expenence in 
customer service and sales 
 No experience
 necessary 
 Endorsed by 
National  
Academic 
Advisory  Board 




Nat'l. mktg. Co. interviewing ambi 
tious individuals who are 
looking
 
for a peopleonented career. Need 
4 
sharp  people to help direct 
local  
expansion.  Business & Liberal 
Arts Majors encouraged to apply. 
Exceptional income potential. Call 




 DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS seeking Infant.  Toddler. and 
Reschod Teachers and Aides. F/T & 
P/T
 positions available. Substitute 
positions are also 
available  that 
offer 
flexible  hours. ECE units are 
required for 
teacher  positions but 
not required for Aide positions. 
Excellent oppportunity for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy 
for interview at 2441968 or 
fax resume to 248-7350. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS  
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept 
Elementary School Age Recreation 
prog. P/T hrs. 2.6pm, M.F. A few 
positions avail operas 7am-11am. 
tint 
salary.
 no ECE units
 req. 
Call Janet 354-8700 
x223. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. 
offers positions for: 
Dkectors  Assistant Directors 
Teachers  Teacher Aides 
FT & PT opportunities available 
working with infant/toddler, 
preschool & school age children. 
CDI/CDC offers a competitive 
salary, excellent benefits package 
to FT & PT employees
 and an 
enriching work environment. For 
positions avail at our centers in: 




Hill & Redwood City
 
call (40813719900 or 
faresumes to (408) 371-7685 
e-mail:
 jandersoralcdicdc.org 
For more info 
about  CDI/CDC & 




1-1388-9-CDICDC  EOE 
ONE WORLD Montessori School 
is looking for an 
assistant  to 
our 
infant teacher. Must have 6 ECE 
units. Full-time M.F. 8:30-5:30. 
Contact Lisa 723-5140 
DAYCARE
 TEACHERS. 




for extended daycare, 
P/T  in the afternoon. No ECE units 
required. 
Previous experience with 
children preferred. 




ASST.  DIRECTORS. 
TEACHERS, & AIDES 
Thinking
 about a career working 
with children? The 
YMCA of Santa 
Clara Valley 
is now hiring 
Preschool Teachers & After -School 
Recreation Leaders for our Child 
Care Centers throughout San Jose, 
Cupertino,  Santa Clara,
 Los Gatos, 
Saratoga. Campbell. Evergreen, 
Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & part-
time positions avail. Hours flexible 
around school. Fun staff teams, 
great experience in working 
with  
children, career advancement, 
and 





ECE. Educ. Rec, 
Psych.  Soc. Phys 
Ed &/or other related fields. Please 
call Beth Profio at 408-291.8894 
for information & locations
 or fax 
your resume 
to 408.2980143. 
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring 
Preschool & School Age Asst. 
Directors, 
Teachers  and  Aides. 
PT & FT with excellent benefits 
Call 370-1877 
x 29. 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed 
& 
Regular  Class $8.60-$11.52 hr.
 
Saratoga
 School Distnct. 
Cal 867.3424x504 for application 
& information. 
Immediate  Need. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS 
At Bngre Honzons,  we are 
seeking 
talented and caring child 
care  
professionals 
to join our growing 
network of Family Centers. FT 
opportunities with Infants - 
Preschool, S/A & Subs. 
We 






Join us in working with (WORM'S 
leaders at our state of the art 
facilities where 
children
 as well as 













 exp. Need 
Car. 
VM: (408)287.4170 
ext.  408. 
Ea/SAE
 
TEACHERS, AIDES and 
SUBS 
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids? 
Join the team at 
Small World 
Schools and get great experience 
working with
 kids ages 5  12.
 
SMALL WORLD 
SCHOOLS  offers 
competitive pay, 
benefits for FT. 
excellent training, and a fun work 
environment. F T and PT 
avail-
able.  Call 
408/283-9200
 ext. 21. 
WANT TO 
EARN
 EXTRA MONEY 
& LOVE CHILDREN?? 
TOP PAY! 
Immediate  temp/perm 
substitute positions as 
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS 
at After School 
Programs,  




PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, Term Papers. Resumes. 
Grow 
Projects, etc. 





Call Linda 408-264-4504. 
INSURANCE 
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE 
PNN 
INSURANCE  AGENCY 
Free Auto Registration 
Instant S.R. Filing 





Lowest Down Payment 
Lowest Monthly Payment 
As Low as $25 Monthly 
email: 
pnninsur@aol.com  
Call Now 408-371-4316 














Good Student Discount 
Call us now 
408-244-9100 
Sam
 - 8pm Mon Sat
 




 INSURANCE SERVICE 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
'Great Rates for Good Drivers'  
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 









Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
RENTAL HOUSING 
APARTMENT FOR RENT - Month 













VERSATILE ROCK DRUMMER 
NEEDED. No drugs. Age 21-30. 




*INCOME TAX PREPARATION  
Student Rates.  Next to Campus. 




Highest quality writing, editing, 
ghostwriting. Essays, application 
statements, reports, etc. 










accepting students who wish to 
excel  in playing guitar or bass. All 
levels welcome: Beginning. 
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock. 
Fusion. Funk.
 Reggae, or Folk. Call 
Bill  at 408.298-6124. 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES OR F N _ ..ATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 
408-924-3277  







Three Four Five 
Day









lines  $5 
$7 $9 $11 $13 
CeyS State









































 20% off 
50 + 
consecutive
 issues receive 25% off 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San Jose  
State  University 



















 Classified desk is 
located




 students, staff iS 
faculty. 





First line in 
bold  for no extra charge up to 25 spaces. 







 words may be set in bold type at a per ad 
charge
 of $3 per word. 









SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. 
Rate applies to private party ads only,
 no discount 
for
 
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am 
to
 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED. 





 or businesses. 
YOUR PERSONALITY 
DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS. 
Mow why? Call for your free 
personality
 test. The 
Scientologv
 





Europe $239 (o/w + taxes) 













Introductory  Session, All math 
& sciences. 510-979-9866 
HEALTH/BEAUTY 
MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
 
Stop shaving,  waxing, tweezing 
or using 
chemicals.  Let us 
permanently
 remove your 
unwanted hair. Back-
 Chest
 - Lip 
 Bikini - 
Chin
 - Tummy etc.
 
Students & faculty receive 15% 
discount. First amt. 1/2 price if 
made before 5/31/00. 
Hair Today 
Gone Tomorrow. 





FREE BIRTH CONTROL 
FOR WOMEN 
Includes pregnancy testing, 
HIV testing,
 pap smear testing. 
emergency 
contraception.  
STD screening,  physical 
exams,
 
birth control pills. Depo-Provera 
shots,  condoms. etc. 
ABSOWTELY 
CONFIDENTIAL
 & FREE. 
Available  7 days a week by 





Spirituality. Ritual,  Community, 
Meditation,  Pastoral Counsel. 
Goldin West Student Daniel Plan 
Only $57.00
 per year. 
Save 30%- 60% 
on your
 dental needs. 
For info 
Call  1-800-655-3225. 
FOR SALE 
CD/CDftOM DUPUCATION 990 ea 
Hi -Speed cassette copies
 $2 ea. 





1 Coffee -break treat 
5 
Wild horse 
10 Undercover cop 
14 Not at home 










Charged  atom 
19 Type of fide 


















37 Llama's relative 
38 
Before,
















































70 Takes a nap 
71 Profound 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
MOM@ MOM MOM 






MOWN  MOMM 









MOM OMM MEMO 





2 Baby bird 

















21 Take to the 
slopes 

















34 Jacob's first 
wife
 
36 Actress Francis 





























59 Hero's tale 























NENE  MEM 
NENE=  
ENE MENNE MEE 
























Gray skies that turned into 
heavy  rain during the late 
after-




heavy voter turnout Tuesday. 
A 






 7.3 million 
residents,  or 34.9 
percent of 
eligible  citizens in the 
voting 
age population would cast 
votes in their precincts, or 
vote by 
absentee ballot. The estimate
 was 
considered to be a record for pri-
mary voting in the Golden 
State. 
But the picture at polling 
sta-
tions throughout much of San 
Jose on Super 
Tuesday  looked a 
little different by 
midafternoon,  
where voter turnout was light to 
moderate at best. 
Precinct Inspector Bob 
Diamond at First Immanuel 
Lutheran Church on Third 
Street 
near San Jose State
 University. 
said his 
precinct was split this 
year, 
with
 half the voters desig-
nated to the 
polling
 station across 
the street at the Villa Nueva 
YWCA. 
"The turnout has been very 
light over here. Everyone who 
previously voted at this site, now 
has to trek across the street. 
Diamond's colleague John 
Root, a precinct inspector at Villa 
Nueva,
 said there was no reason 
to split the precinct up. 
"What a mess," he  said. 
Diamond characterized the 
voters at precinct 1356 as "SJSU 
students, 
Asian  immigrants and 
everything in between." 
He said reports of heavy morn-
ing turnouts
 in affluent commu-
nities  in the county, such as 
Los  
Gatos, are a function of demo-
graphics.
 
"Affluent whites vote," he said. 
One Los Gatos voter, Alice 
Hansen, braved 
the  weather and 
commute traffic
 to run an errand 
for her daughter
  a teacher  
who hadn't done 
her homework. 
'My daughter has been voting 
since she was 18. She's 
29
 now, 
and I have 
never seen her fired 
up like this over an election," said 
Volunteer Amy Shiozaki, far right, waits for 
election results from 
local precincts to come in at the Santa Clara County Board of 
Supervisors chambers 
Tuesday
 evening. The volunteers, most of 
Hansen. "But she didn't hear 
from the Registrar of Voters and 
has no idea where to vote, or even 
if she is on the voting list, that's 
why
 I came over here," she added. 
Hansen said the 
crowds at her 
neighborhood center early 
Tuesday 
morning,  were bigger 




"It was just packed," she said. 
"It seems like we may be coming 
out of a long period of voter apa-
thy." 
Other polling stations 
in
 San 
Jose, located in the high-tech zone 




Station  29 at Innovation and 
Zanker Drive, reported 
moderate,  
but steady, 
voting  throughout the 
day. 
At?
 p.m., Julia Baugh, an elec-
tion official at the Fire Station, 
said 170 voters of the 680 regis-
tered in her precinct
 had stopped 
by to do their civic 
duty.  
"That's about typical," she 
said.  
/111 
Toyoshiba / Special to the Daily 
whom are county government
 employees, had already posted the 
absentee ballot results. 
By 10:30 p.m., Santa 
Clara 
County's Registrar of Voters was 
finding the same trend, as 25 per-
cent of the ballots were counted. 
"It looks like we've got the kind 
of turnout seen in other pri-
maries, said Kathryn Ferguson of 
the Registrar of Voters. 
"I don't think the turnout is up 
over 40 percent. And the results 
are spotty," she 
added. "Some 
areas of the county voted heavy, 
and other areas are very light." 
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SCORE
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 MS lbeeldweem 
working the 
night shift at a 
Texaco 
Station  near the Registrar 
of Voters, said 
she looks forward 
to the day when she
 can make her 
vote count and 
her voice heard. 
Garcia, a native of  
Mexico, has 
lived in 
California since the 
age  of 
two, but cannot vote. 
"I got my residency 
when  I 
turned 18, maybe I'll be able to 
vote in the next
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Some say relentless... 
We
 like to think of 
it
 as keeping our 
winning  edge. 
That's
 right, 
at Cypress we don't
 settle for second 
best. We expect 
the best, 
but in return, we give the 
best. That's why we're 
rapidly climb-
ing in the market we 
serve  and aggressively 
approaching  a billion 
dollars in revenues.
 It's all about less 
bureaucracy and 
empower-
ing  our people with the 
freedom to push the 
limits
 of high tech. 
That's how 
we do things. And it 
works!  
If 
you're  pursuing a 
career  as a 
Design, Product, or 
Test  Engineer 
CAD Engineer 
or Process Engineer 
Product Marketing 
or
 Applications Engineer 
Financial Analyst 
or Marketing 
then stop by the Cypress 
booth  at the San Jose Career Expo. 
Our 
Technical  managers will be on hand to discuss why Cypress 
continues to enjoy its leadership position, and to fill you in on 
how you can become a 
part
 of the Cypress success story. 
This is YOUR chance 
to network with some of the 
best technologists
 in the Valley. 
For additional information on Cypress and Our opportunities, check us 




























































































































































or by e-mail: 
bkimballOgraniterock.corn
 







Contra Costa County 
Sheriff's  Department 






















 At least 20 1/2 years of age 
 High school graduate or 
GED 
 
No felony convictions 
 Excellent verbal and written communication skills 
 









 Canine Patrol 
Excellent 
benefits, promotional opportunities, variety of assign-
ments. 5 -step 
pay  range $4053 to $4926/mo. 
*While attending the




Individuals hired will receive intensive 
training  during the initial 
12 months probationary period 
are  expected to qualify for 
advancement
 to the next higher class of 
Sheriff's Dispatcher II. 
No prior 
exp.  required. Reqs valid CDL,




 equiv or HS 
proficiency  certificate, 
ability
 to pass thor-
ough 
background 
investigation  and 
accurately  type 35 
wpm.  
This is a 
non -sworn uniformed
 position for 































 2nd Floor 





















For application, call: I -877 -4 -DEPUTY 
EOE  Women & Minorities are encouraged to apply 









The newest computational technologies and 
tools 
Berkeley Lab is a multidisciplinary scientific
 and high performance 
computing facility conducting
 non -classified research. Computing 
Sciences 
houses one of the largest combinations of computing and 
networking resources
 in the world, We create the computational tools 
and collaborative technologies for accelerating science and engineering 
research,  and 
we're  doing this by hiring the best 
professionals  in the 
industry. If this sounds





Systems and Network Engineers 
Computer Scientists 
in the areas of: 
High Performance Computing
 
Systems  Management or Engineering 
Networking
 and Telecommunications 
Database Design and 
Development  
You will be 
rewarded
 with a competitive salary,
 one of the best benefit 
packares
 in the country. and 
the opportunity to work 
with creative 
people who are
 leading the technology
 revolution. 
Please visit our 
Web  site to learn 
more
 about opportunities 
with 
Computing 
Sciences  at Berkeley 
lab or submit a resume 
with cover 
letter and job
 number by email
 to 
employment(0.1b1.gov
 (plain text 
only: no attachments please): by fax 
to 
(510)



































Are you interested in a challenging position with the 
California State Board of Equalization 
as
 a Tax 
Auditor 
or a Business Tax Compliance Representative? 
The Board of Equalization is recruiting for qualified individuals 
for employment 
as:Tax Auditors to conduct and / or 
review moderately difficult audits of businesses subject to the 
Business Tax Laws administered by the Board 
of 
Equalization  or Business Tax Compliance 
Representatives 
to perform tax compiance, collections, licensing and 
enforce 
Business
 Tax Laws administered by the 
Board




Auditor:  $2791-3995 
Business Tax Compliance 
Representative: $2658-3995 
Vacancies  exist in various locations 
in California.
 Excellent benefits 
package includes: sick leave, 
vacation,
 retirement, health, dental 
and vision. 
For more information, contact Norberto Amoranto at the 
Board of Equalization at (408) 277-8252 
Job Line: (916) 322-9703 
Exam Line: (916) 323-5180 
Or visit us 
on-line at: www.boe.ca.gov 
/11111Pe 
^Pe 





Do you have what it takes 
to "Be Progressive?" 
With more than 18.000 creative and .1111ktious employees throughout the United 
Mates, Progressive offers a unique opponunity iii loin 
a strong company on the 
upsurge We are a WI billion insurance industry leader 
and  a Fortune 500 company 
And 
right  now, we are increasing inn college recruitment efforts 
in search of 
luture-focused professionals'
 Slur, by our booth and talk with us at Expo 2000 
un March Hand
 '.1! 
!ruble to stop by and talk with us? Check 




 but typical -- and to 
learn
 about the exciting 
employment
 
tpportunnies and nuerriships we have 
available and to apply online 
progressive.com  
lutcrc.col hut tilk wtill 
us,,,
 go 
'lease stilvont a renting; to 
Prm4grcleikve;  Attn: 11CAJS0308, 3 Harbor Dr.; Sausalito, . 
(A 




 indicating the Job 



























Got  the 
Jobs.
 




 the last couple 
of










 probably even 













pharmacy leader,  has
 
conveniently
 reserved  a 






ambitious  individuals 
desiring  challenge 
and excitement 
careers 




 are provided with extensive 
',WM/1s .11111 esi ellent 




 MANAGEMENT TRAINEES 
 
RETAil
 MANAGEMENT INTERNS 
Visit Our booth at the 
San Jose State University Spring Career Expo 2000 
Wednesday, March 8 (General Career Fair) 
and 
Thursday,
 March 9 (Intern Career Fair) 
a unable to attend either career
 fair, please 
i.iind
 a resume to 
Walgreens District
 






East  3rd Ave., San Mateo, CA 




































 for the 
Athletic Trainer. 
Our  
model is comparable to a 
health clinic that operates 








training sessions. We 
believe this individually 

























We're searching for 
World  







competitive  compensation 
package 
































and  learn 
all 
aspects






 of $30K 






































 Operations  Finance
 
 
Sales   Purchasing 
 Logistics 
erglIS011 11 S 
nhlcd  11 Si/l' tiVe 
cars  sinic 
our 
beginning  in 1'63. it  
tse'rti  the largest 
distributor ot 
plumbing  'troth'. ts. third in 
industrial  

















opportrin0  that dreams
 are made oh. 
ontat t us totla 
Mid shirt dreaming! 
FERGUSON®
 
P.O. Box 2778, Newport News, VA 
23609-0778  
(757)
















 for both 
Credit 
Specialist  (Job 





















 for the Credit Specialist 
position  







accounting  courses 
completed.





 a BA 
degree and
 
Accounting  classes 
through  
Intermediate Accounting. Both 








and  include 
financial
 












Commercial  Loan Officer 
Training Program 







 to our 
Commercial Lending



























Pension  Plan 




Employee  Stock 










Resources,  55 
Almaden
 








































 Computer Science 
 Business 
Administration
 with IT emphasis 
 Graduate 
 City, Regional, Urban 
Planning  
 Business Administration 
with 
real  estate emphasis 
Salary:  $1,33641,500 bi-weekly. Applications/informa-
tion available 




 resume & transcript 









Compaq, we believe technolo-
gies are driven
 by innovative thinking. With 
our acquisition of Tandem and 
Digital.  we've 
brought together the best thinkers in 
the  
businessin
 one company, with one goal.
 
The strength
 of this union will move us for-
ward in every 
field imaginablefrom system 
area networks to 
continuously
 available, 
high -end systems. We plan 
to lead the way 








website to apply online 
oremail your resume to 
lobs.ms@compaq.com. 
(ASCII  text 
format 
only,  no attachments 
please.
 Indicate lob code 
PA.S1Cf
 in the first line of your
 e-mail.) 
We're looking for software engineers who 
seek challenge and have a passion to work in 
a cutting -edge, team -oriented environment. 
We are now hiring for 
full-time  and intern 
positions in 
Cupertino,  CA. and Austin. 
TX.  















Compaq  is only 
at
 the Fair on 
Thursday.  
March  9,50 
make  a note 
to






there,  sign 
up

















































Patent  and 
Trademark
 Office 
lava and all 
lava
 based trademarks 
and logos are trademarks or 
registered
 








 herein may be 
trademarks  
and/or registered trade 
marks of their respective 
companies  Technical 
specifications
 and availability are 
subject








































Exar, a leader in 
analog  and mixed -
signal integrated circuits,
 has the 
following job
 opportunities 





 Applications Engineer 
(analog IC, video systems) 
 Failure Analysis Engineer 
(internal quality) 
 Test Engineer 
(ATE test, some travel)
 

























the way you 




















company  th 
e, 
empower  you 





























 City, OK 
 Silicon 
Valley,  CA 
wants 
the same 
thing.  That's 
provide a creative atmos-
ere 
for  your ideas, 
supply  
the latest  tools and 
technologies,
 and go 



































 Santa Clara Valley 
Water District is 
currently  
hiring. For




 and filing deadlines, visit
 or call: 
5750  Almaden Expressway 
San Jose, CA 95118 







 you by the
 hard work
 








































Way to go team! 
We're a leading 
provider





 management (eCRM). Our products help 









 relationships in a time
 when e -commerce,
 the 
Web,
 and the Internet are 
making customers more 
demanding  and less 
loyal.
 Our flagship
 product, the Aspect 
Customer  
Relationship
 Portal, blends voice, e-mail, Web, 
and fax;
 integrates the 
contact 
center  with front- and back -office applications; and unifies 




 individuals pursuing a 
B.S.  or M.S. in computer 
science,
 computer engineering, 



















 You'll find the work 
intensebut  
rewarding.  And while  you're 
helping





 most companies to 
help you build your life 
with  many on -site convenience 
























 Park Dr., 
















0 3000 Aspect Connenunocetoons 
Defining the Customer Experience-
Philips Electronics eighth 
on 
fortunes iist ol global
 top 
30 electronics corporations 
Owner of one of the world's 
top 
brands.  Philips 




electronics The company 
competes successfully across 










has gained a position in 
the global marketplace as 





 The company 
has 









Networking  and 
omputing  
You are invited to explore 
these challenging
 
opportunities in our 
Diverse company. 
College 
Recruiting   !he 
 
t,ii,ducts can 
only  be 



























(Leverage And Utilize New 
College Hires) was designed 




 work experience 
through a twelve (12) month 
rotational program 
As a 
member of L A U.NI C H . 
you'll  
make key contacts and gain 
valuable 
experience








 Design Engineering 
 Quality/Failure Analysis 









College  Internships/ 
CO-OP  
it 














what you've learned in the 
classroom and apply it to the 
















and  Marketing 
Please forward your resume 
to: Philips Semiconductors. 
College Relations 
P.O. Box 3597 
Scranton, PA 18505 


















Standard Register. a Fortune 1000 company, is proud to be a 
recognized leader in document management systems with a track 
record of innovation for more than 85 years. 
We are seeking dynamic 
individuals to join our sales teams! If you 
have the motivation and drive to succeed,
 Standard Register will 
give you the opportunity to build client contacts and gain the 
experience you need to achieve your goals. 
We Offer:  
 Unlimited Earning 
Potential  
 Salary
 plus Commission 
 Excellent Training Program 
 Management Career Path 
Positions are available
 in various locations including; 






 So. California Locations 
Want to 
learn more 
about  Standard 




booth at the 
2000  Career 




 a cover letter 






 them to 
(925)
 974-1948.










AT AUSPEX, IF IT'S WORTH DOING, IT'S WORTH 
DOING BETTER. WE BRING TO 
MARKET AN ARRAY OF DATA STORAGE/ACCESS TECHNOLOGICAL
 SOLUTIONS THAT 
KEEP US IN FRONT 
OF TM COMPETRION  AND THE INDUSTRY. IF YOU'RE LOOKING 
FOR A COMPANY 
THAT  PARLAYS THE BALANCE @MOLEX MARS OF SUSINESS EDPERI-
ENd
 AND GROWTH MORI TYPICAL OF A HOT START UP INTO A THRIVING MULTI-
MILLION DOLLAR ROSINESS, 
DISCOVER WHAT SILICON 
VALLEY
 ALREADY KNOWS 
AUSPEX IS THE PLACE! 
WERE LOOKING TO TALK WITH









ENGINEERING EMI ASSISTANT 
ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN ASSISTANT 
SYSTEM 





TEST DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER 
AUSPEX OFFERS GREAT 
COMPENSATION  PACKAGES AND LOTS Of EXTRAS. SO STOP 
NY AND SEE US AT THE CAREER EXPO 2000 OR E-MAII,
 US YOUR RESUME (BE SURE 
TO PUT SPARTAN EXPO ON THE SURIECT LINO. 
loss.coae.ausetx.com  AUSPEX 
IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
EMPLOYER.









































career  growth 
The 
opportunity  to 
make
 a difference 




 and hip environment
 
And serious fun... 























March  8th from 10am-3pm
 
at






 the exciting career opportunities available at Macromedia. 
It's 
good  to have goals. It's 
even  better to 
exceed them. And at 
Lam Research, we can 
certainly help. We 
manufacture  some of the 
world's
 most sophisticated 
semiconductor  
manufacturing  solutions. We're 
the place 
to challenge
 the intellect. The place 
to put 
your education to 
work. The very place 




course, we can't promise 
you that CEO gig. 
Then again, anything's possible. 
So if your studies 




or Process Engineering, 
















(Now that we've got your attention, read on...) 
c,) 
GLOBIX  
The Global Internet Exchange 
New 
York Santa Clara London
 
Were Globix, a leading
 ISP and provider of one -stop Internet solutions - including 
Co-Location,Web
 Hosting, E -Commerce, Network Security, Streaming 
Media,  
Network  & Systems Architecture and more. Our international and domestic 
state-of-the-art  Internet data centers, along with our expanding fiber-optic network, 
enable us to deliver high -end Internet solutions. 
Our  rapid expansion and growing client base has created a period of phenomenal growth. If the 
Internet is where you would like to begin your career, stop by our booth at the Expo 2000 
















 Development Inc. 
"Our programs put children at the center of an 
interconnected 
circle of families, teachers and the community." 
We are 
seeking  qualified and enthusiastic people for these 
positions in our accredited school age and preschool 
child care programs: 
Site Supervisor 
 BA or AA in Child Development 
or related field 
 
3 - 6 units Supervision & 
Administration 
 Prior supervisory experience 
preferred
 
 Knowledge of High/Scope 
curriculum preferred 
Assistant
 Site Supervisor 
 12 units in CD/ECE 
or related field 
 3 units Supervision 
& Administration 
desired 
 2 years teaching 
Teacher 
 6+ units CD/ECE or related 
field 
 Previous
 experience working 
w/children 




 the CD Permit Mans 
Full Time & Part Time positions are now available in 
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Cupertino, Santa Cruz, Redwood ('ity, 
and Morgan Hill. 
CD1/CDC  offers Full Time & Part Time employees competitive wages 
and excellent benefits including: 
), Choice of 
Medical
 & Dental Insurance Plans 
 40IK 
 Long Term Disability & Life Insurance 




 in the accounting department. 
ACCOUNTS
 PAYABLE 








 where all off the statewide 
accounting is managed 
and 
generated.  It is hourly with a flexible 8 
hr. shift between 
the hours of 7am - opm 
(lard Development Inc is a child care 
management
 company responsible for 
administrative, accounting, training. and human resources support
 for 
all of our ,taievvide child development programs
 
For more information or to be considered for an available position, 
please contact our Corporate Office 
408-371-9900,  
fax: (408) 371-7685, 
e-mail:
 janderson(a4diedc.org 
Job Hotline: 1-888-9-CDICDC 
lit In 





An Equal ()pportunny Employer 
d. 






WHY ON EARTH 
WE WORK
 
Hard to believe, but 
even here in the United States, a 
sizable  portion of land lacks the 
infrastructure  
necessary to deliver 
television
 reception, Internet access, even 
a simple phone call. But at Space 
Systems/  
Loral, we're working to change 
all  that. Here, you'll immerse 
yourself
 in a rich learning environment
 with a 
broad 
spectrum of state-of-the-art 
emerging  technologies significant
 to the information age. At 
the same 
time, 
we'll  encourage you to follow 
your
 interests and develop satellite
 solutions for information 
processing,  
weather, broadband broadcast,
 and telecommunications. Great 
reasons why on earth you should 
connect 
with us - at 
Space Systems/Loral
 in PALO 
ALTO,  CA. 
We'll be on 
campus for Career 
Expo 2000 
Wednesday

























 HUMAN RESOURCES, INFORMATION SYSTEMS,





may  also 
be currently
 available. For up-to-the-minute information on our 
















reimbursement,  small work groups and the chance to benefit 
from a variety  of 
work 
experiences.  If 
you 
can't  make 
it to the Expo, we'd still
 like 
to see your
 resume - so 
e-mail it (body copy only,  
attachments
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Adaptec.  Inc. 
Advanced
 Micro Devices, 
Inc.
 
Advantest America. Inc. 
Affymax Research
 Institute 
Alexander  Ogilvy Public 
Relations  
ALLIANCE for Community Care 
Alum Rock 






Red  Cross 
Analog 
Devices,  Inc. 


























Systems.  Inc. 







Child Development. Inc. 
Cisco Systems, Inc.
 
City of Santa Clara - 
Parks  & Recreation 
City 
of
 Santa Cruz 
City of 
Sunnyvale  Leisure 
Services  
Coakley  Heargerty 
Co.,  Ltd. 
Compaq 
Computer Corp. 
County  of 
Santa  Clara 
Crawford, 
Pimentel  & Co.. 
Inc.  
Creative 


















Fine  Line Sawing & 
Drilling,  Inc. 
General
 Electric Co. 
Girl 
Scouts of Santa Clara Co. 
Granite Rock Co. 





History San Jose 
IBM 
Corp. 
Infineon Technologies Corp. 
International
 Business Incubator 
Interstate Hotels Corp. 
JC 




KISS 98.1 FM 
KPMG Peat Marwick LLP 
Lam Research Corp. 
Laurence Madison
 Communications 
lawrence Berkeley National laboratory 
Lawrence
























Dental  Care 
Pacific Gas & 






Port of San Francisco 
PricewaterhouseGx)pers
 







Rudolph & Sletten, Inc. 
SAFECO Insurance 
San Francisco Public Works Dept. 

















Microsystems,  Inc. 
Target
 Stores 
The Morning Star Trucking Co. 
The Old Spaghetti Factory 
The Tech Museum of Innovation 
The Weber Group, Inc. 
Toys





 r imolai° in the provision
 
of







 available with 
advonce







 co-op & 
summer
 opportunities 




U.S.  Customs Service 
U.S. Geological Survey 
United 
Airlines -Fleet Ops Div. 
United Parcel Service 
UpShot.com
 





Wal-Mart  Stores, Inc. 
Western Athletic Clubs 
YMCA Camp Jones Gulch 
Yosemite 
Concession


















10am - 30m 
sisu 
event
 
center
 
mordinated
 
career  
center
 
S 
J 
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